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1. Our body is made up of many parts, each of which performs __________ functions. 

a) special                   b)unique                     c)same 

2. Our body is more _____________ than any man-made machine. 

a) stable                    b)efficient               c)active 

      3.    Groups of cells together forms a _____________. 

 a)system                       b)organ                     c)tissue 

       4.   The bones and the ________ work together and make a human body an efficient machine. 

              a)muscles   b)blood   c) nerves  

     5.  The ________ system keeps our muscles strong and give us strength. 

              a) skeletal            b) nervous           c) muscular  

     6.  Many organs in a human body have to work like a team in order to keep the body _______. 

              a) organized                 b)  fit               c)  stable  

       7.   The digestive system helps in the ___________ of food. 

              a)  digestion             b) spoilage      c) maintenance 

        8.  The lungs, the heart, the kidneys and the brain are some of the _____________ of our body. 

              a) minor organs b)major organs  c)essential organs 

        9.  A group of tissues together make up an ________. 

                a) cells                      b)organism                    c)organ 

          

         



         10.  The nervous system controls the working of the ___________ organs, our movement and        

                   even our thoughts and emotions. 

                  a)internal   b) external  c)important  

         11. A group of organs together make up an ______________. 

                 a) organism               b) organ       c)organ system 

         12. The ________________ system that permits blood to circulate and transport nutrients,  

                 gases and hormones to all the cells in the human body. 

                    a)circulatory                b)reproductive                c)respiratory 

          13. Groups of Organ systems together form an _______________. 

                   a)tissue   b) organism   c) organ  

          14. The ______________ system in human being processes the exchange of gases with the help of  

                  lungs. 

                 a) respiratory                  b)circulatory               c)digestive 

            15. The ___________ system ensures the survival and the population growth of a  

                   particular organism. 

                 a) excretory            b) endocrine         c) reproductive  
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